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Abstract

Text Summarization is a popular task and an001
active area of research for the Natural Lan-002
guage Processing community. It requires ac-003
counting for long input texts, a characteristic004
which poses computational challenges for neu-005
ral models. Moreover, real-world documents006
come in a variety of complex, visually-rich,007
layouts. This information is of great relevance,008
whether to highlight salient content or to en-009
code long-range interactions between textual010
passages. Yet, all publicly available summa-011
rization datasets only provide plain text con-012
tent. To facilitate research on how to exploit013
visual/layout information to better capture long-014
range dependencies in summarization models,015
we present LoRaLay, a collection of datasets016
for long-range summarization with accompa-017
nying visual/layout information. We extend018
existing and popular English datasets (arXiv019
and PubMed) with visual/layout information020
and propose four novel datasets – consistently021
built from scholar resources – covering French,022
Spanish, Portuguese, and Korean languages.023
Further, we propose new baselines merging024
layout-aware and long-range models – two or-025
thogonal approaches – and obtain state-of-the-026
art results, showing the importance of combin-027
ing both lines of research.028

1 Introduction029

Deep learning techniques have enabled remarkable030

progress in Natural Language Processing (NLP)031

in recent years (Devlin et al., 2018; Raffel et al.,032

2019; Brown et al., 2020). However, the majority033

of models, benchmarks, and tasks have been de-034

signed for unimodal approaches, i.e. focusing ex-035

clusively on a single source of information, namely036

plain text. While it can be argued that for specific037

NLP tasks, such as textual entailment or machine038

translation, plain text is all that is needed, there039

exist several tasks for which disregarding the vi-040

sual appearance of text is clearly sub-optimal: in041

a real-world context (business documentation, sci- 042

entific articles, etc.), text does not naturally come 043

as a sequence of characters, but is rather displayed 044

in a bi-dimensional space containing rich visual 045

information. The layout of e.g. this very paper 046

provides valuable semantics to the reader: in which 047

section are we right now? At the blink of an eye, 048

this information is readily accessible via the salient 049

section title (formatted differently and placed to 050

highlight its role) preceding these words. Just to 051

emphasize this point, imagine having to scroll this 052

content in plain text to access such information. 053

In the last couple of years, the research commu- 054

nity has shown a growing interest in addressing 055

these limitations. Several approaches have been 056

proposed to deal with visually-rich documents and 057

integrate layout information into language mod- 058

els, with direct applications to Document Under- 059

standing tasks. Joint multi-modal pretraining (Xu 060

et al., 2021; Powalski et al., 2021; Appalaraju et al., 061

2021) has been key to reach state-of-the-art per- 062

formance on several benchmarks (Jaume et al., 063

2019; Graliński et al., 2020; Mathew et al., 2021). 064

Nonetheless, a remaining limitation is that these 065

(transformer-based) approaches are not suitable for 066

processing long documents, the quadratic complex- 067

ity of self-attention constraining their use to short 068

sequences. Such models are hence unable to en- 069

code global context (e.g. long-range dependencies 070

among text blocks). 071

Focusing on compressing the most relevant infor- 072

mation from long texts to short summaries, the Text 073

Summarization task naturally lends itself to benefit 074

from such global context. Notice that, in practice, 075

the limitations linked to sequence length are also 076

amplified by the lack of visual/layout information 077

in the existing datasets. Therefore, in this work, 078

we aim at spurring further research on how to in- 079

corporate multimodal information to better capture 080

long-range dependencies. 081

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 082
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• We extend two popular datasets for long-range083

summarization, arXiv and PubMed (Cohan084

et al., 2018), by including visual and layout085

information – thus allowing direct comparison086

with previous works;087

• We release 4 additional layout-aware summa-088

rization datasets (128K documents), covering089

French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Korean lan-090

guages;091

• We provide baselines models, including092

adapted architectures for multi-modal long-093

range summarization, and report their results,094

showing that (1) performance is far from being095

optimal; and (2) layout might be a valuable096

information.097

2 Related Work098

2.1 Layout/Visually-rich Datasets099

Document Understanding covers problems that in-100

volve reading and interpreting visually-rich docu-101

ments (in contrast to plain texts), requiring com-102

prehending the conveyed multimodal information.103

Hence, several tasks with a central layout aspect104

have been proposed by the document understand-105

ing community. Key Information Extraction tasks106

consist in extracting the values of a given set of107

keys, e.g., the total amount in a receipt or the date108

in a form. In such tasks, documents have a layout109

structure that is crucial for their interpretation. No-110

table datasets include FUNSD (Jaume et al., 2019)111

for form understanding in scanned documents, and112

SROIE (Huang et al., 2019), as well as CORD113

(Park et al., 2019), for information extraction from114

receipts. Graliński et al. (2020) elicit progress on115

deeper and more complex Key Information Extrac-116

tion by introducing the Kleister datasets, a collec-117

tion of business documents with varying lengths,118

released as PDF files. However, the documents119

in Kleister often contain single-column layouts,120

which are simpler than the various multi-column121

layouts considered in LoRaLay. Document VQA122

is another popular document understanding task123

that requires processing multimodal information124

(e.g., text, layout, font style, images) conveyed by125

a document to be able to answer questions about a126

visually rich document (e.g., What is the date given127

at the top left of the form?, Whose picture is given128

in this figure?). The DocVQA dataset (Mathew129

et al., 2021) and InfographicsVQA (Mathew et al.,130

2022) are commonly-used VQA datasets that re- 131

spectively provide industry documents and info- 132

graphic images, encouraging research on under- 133

standing documents with complex interplay of text, 134

layout and graphical elements. Finally, to foster 135

research on visually-rich document understanding, 136

Borchmann et al. (2021) introduce the Document 137

Understanding Evaluation (DUE) benchmark, a 138

unified benchmark for end-to-end document under- 139

standing, created by combining several datasets. 140

DUE includes several available and transformed 141

datasets for VQA, Key Information Extraction and 142

Machine Reading Comprehension tasks. 143

To the best of our knowledge, document summa- 144

rization has not yet been considered by the docu- 145

ment understanding community, despite being one 146

of the most popular NLP tasks among researchers. 147

2.2 Existing Summarization Datasets 148

Several large-scale summarization datasets have 149

been proposed to boost research on text summa- 150

rization systems. Hermann et al. (2015) proposed 151

the CNN/DailyMail dataset, a collection of English 152

articles extracted from the CNN and The Daily 153

Mail portals. Each news article is associated with 154

multi-sentence highlights which serve as reference 155

summaries. Scialom et al. (2020) bridge the gap be- 156

tween English and non-English resources for text 157

summarization by introducing MLSum, a large- 158

scale multilingual summarization corpus providing 159

news articles written in French, German, Spanish, 160

Turkish and Russian. Going toward more challeng- 161

ing scenarios involving significantly longer doc- 162

uments, the arXiv and PubMed datasets (Cohan 163

et al., 2018) consist of scientific articles collected 164

from academic repositories, wherein the paper ab- 165

stracts are used as summaries. To encourage a shift 166

towards building more abstractive summarization 167

models with global content understanding, Sharma 168

et al. (2019) introduce BIGPATENT, a large-scale 169

dataset made of U.S. patent filings. Here, invention 170

descriptions serve as reference summaries. 171

All the summarization datasets proposed so far 172

only deal with plain text documents. As opposed 173

to other Document Understanding tasks (e.g., form 174

understanding, visual QA) in which the placement 175

of text on the page and/or visual components are 176

the main source of information needed to find the 177

desired data (Borchmann et al., 2021), text plays 178

a predominant role in document summarization. 179

However, guidelines for summarizing texts – espe- 180
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cially long ones – often recommend roughly pre-181

viewing them to break them down into their ma-182

jor sections (Toprak and Almacioğlu, 2009; Luo183

et al., 2019). This suggests that NLP systems184

might leverage multimodal information in docu-185

ments. Although not all documents are explicitly186

organized into clearly defined sections, the great187

majority contains layout and visual clues (e.g., a188

physical organization into paragraphs, bigger head-189

ings/subheadings) which help structure their textual190

contents and facilitate reading. Thus, we argue that191

layout is crucial to summarize long documents, and192

propose a corpus of long documents with layout193

information. Furthermore, to address the need for194

multilingual training data (Chi et al., 2020), we in-195

clude not only English documents, but also French,196

Spanish, Portuguese and Korean ones.197

3 Datasets Construction198

Inspired by the way the arXiv and PubMed datasets199

were built (Cohan et al., 2018), we construct our200

corpus from research papers, with abstracts as201

ground-truth summaries. As the PDF format allows202

simultaneous access to textual, visual and layout203

information, we collect PDF files to construct our204

datasets, and provide their URLs.1205

For each language, we select a repository that206

contains a high number of academic articles (in the207

order of hundreds of thousands) and provides easy208

access to abstracts. More precisely, we chose the209

following repositories:210

• Archives Ouverte HAL (French)2, an open211

archive of scholarly documents from all aca-212

demic fields. As HAL is primarily directed213

towards French academics, a great proportion214

of articles are written in French;215

• SciELO (Spanish and Portuguese)3, an open216

access database of academic articles published217

in journal collections from Latin America,218

Iberian Peninsula and South Africa, and cov-219

ering a broad range of topics (e.g. agricultural220

sciences, engineering, health sciences, letters221

and arts). Languages include English, Span-222

ish, and Portuguese.223

• KoreaScience (Korean)4, an open archive of224

Korean scholarly publications in the fields of225

1We make the corpus-construction code publicly available at https:
//anonymous.4open.science/r/loralay-datasets-03FF.

2
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/

3
https://www.scielo.org/

4
http://www.koreascience.or.kr

natural sciences, life sciences, engineering, 226

and humanities and social sciences. Articles 227

are written in English or Korean. 228

Further, we provide enhanced versions of the 229

arXiv and PubMed datasets, respectively denoted 230

as arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay, for which layout 231

information is provided. 232

3.1 Collecting the Data 233

Extended Datasets The arXiv and PubMed 234

datasets (Cohan et al., 2018) contain long scien- 235

tific research papers extracted from the arXiv and 236

PubMed repositories. We augment them by provid- 237

ing their PDFs, allowing access to layout and visual 238

information. As the abstracts contained in the orig- 239

inal datasets are all lowercased, we do not reuse 240

them, but rather extract the raw abstracts using the 241

corresponding APIs. 242

Note that we were unable to retrieve all the orig- 243

inal documents. For the most part, we failed to 244

retrieve the corresponding abstracts, as they did not 245

necessarily match the ones contained in the PDF 246

files (due to e.g. PDF-parsing errors). We also 247

found that some PDF files were unavailable, while 248

others were corrupted or scanned documents.5 In 249

total, about 39% (35%) of the original documents 250

in arXiv (PubMed) were lost. 251

arXiv-Lay The original arXiv dataset was con- 252

structed by converting the LATEXfiles to plain text. 253

To be consistent with the other datasets – for which 254

LATEXfiles are not available – we instead use the 255

PDF files to extract both text and layout elements. 256

For each document contained in the original dataset, 257

we fetch (when possible) the corresponding PDF 258

file using Google Cloud Storage buckets. As op- 259

posed to the original procedure, we do not remove 260

tables nor discard sections that follow the conclu- 261

sion. We retrieve the corresponding abstracts from 262

a metadata file provided by Kaggle.6 263

PubMed-Lay For PubMed, we use the PMC 264

OAI Service7 to retrieve both abstracts and PDF 265

files. 266

HAL We use the HAL API8 to download re- 267

search papers written in French. To avoid exces- 268

sively long (e.g. theses) or short (e.g. posters) 269

5For more details on this, see Section A.1 in the Appendix.
6
https://www.kaggle.com/Cornell-University/arxiv

7
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/oai/

8
https://api.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/search
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documents, extraction is restricted to journal and270

conference papers.271

SciELO Using Scrapy,9 we crawl the following272

SciELO collections: Ecuador, Colombia, Paraguay,273

Uruguay, Bolivia, Peru, Portugal, Spain and Brazil.274

We download the PDF files of articles whose ab-275

stract and contents are written either in Spanish or276

Portuguese. The document language is extracted277

from the corresponding metadata. Articles are278

then grouped by language, leading to two separate279

datasets: SciELO-ES (Spanish) and SciELO-PT280

(Portuguese).281

KoreaScience Similarly, we scrape the Korea-282

Science website to extract research papers. We283

limit search results to documents whose publishers’284

names contain the word Korean. This rule was de-285

signed after sampling documents in the repository,286

and is the simplest way to get a good proportion287

of papers written in Korean.10 Further, search is288

restricted to papers published between 2012 and289

2021, as recent publications are more likely to have290

digital-born, searchable PDFs. Finally, we down-291

load the PDF files of documents that contain an292

abstract written in Korean.293

3.2 Data Pre-processing294

For each corpus, we use the 95th percentile of the295

page distribution as an upper bound to filter out296

documents with too many pages, while the 5th (1st297

for HAL and SciELO) percentile of the summary298

length distribution is used as a minimum thresh-299

old to remove documents whose abstracts are too300

short. As our baselines do not consider visual in-301

formation, we only extract text and layout from302

the PDF files. Layout is incorporated by provid-303

ing the spatial position of each word in a docu-304

ment page image, represented by its bounding box305

(x0, y0, x1, y1), where (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) respec-306

tively denote the coordinates of the top-left and307

bottom-right corners. Using the PDF rendering li-308

brary Poppler11, text and word bounding boxes are309

extracted from each PDF, and the sequence order310

is recovered based on heuristics around the docu-311

ment layout (e.g., tables, columns). Abstracts are312

then removed by searching for exact matches; in313

the case no exact match is found, we look for near314

9
https://scrapy.org/

10For further details, see Section A.2 in the Appendix.
11
https://poppler.freedesktop.org/

Dataset
# Docs Mean Mean

Article Summary
Length Length

arXiv (Cohan et al., 2018) 215,913 3,016 203
PubMed (Cohan et al., 2018) 133,215 4,938 220

BigPatent (Sharma et al., 2019) 1,341,362 3,572 117

arXiv-Lay 130,919 7,084 125
PubMed-Lay 86,668 4,038 144

HAL 46,148 4,543 134
SciELO-ES 23,170 4,977 172
SciELO-PT 21,563 6,853 162

KoreaScience 37,498 3,192 95

Table 1: Datasets statistics. Article and summary
lengths are computed in words. For KoreaScience,
words are obtained via white-space tokenization. Dif-
ference between arXiv and arXiv-Lay is due to the fact
that we retain the whole document, while Cohan et al.
(2018) truncate it after the conclusion.

matches using fuzzysearch12 and regex.1314 For 315

the non-English datasets, documents might contain 316

several abstracts, written in different languages. To 317

avoid information leakage, we retrieve the abstract 318

of each document in every language available – ac- 319

cording to the API for HAL or the websites for 320

SciELO and KoreaScience – and remove them us- 321

ing the same strategy as for the main language. In 322

the case an abstract cannot be found, we discard 323

the document to prevent any unforeseen leakage. 324

The dataset construction process is illustrated in 325

Section A in the Appendix. 326

3.3 Datasets Statistics 327

The statistics of our proposed datasets, along with 328

those computed on existing summarization datasets 329

of long documents (Cohan et al., 2018; Sharma 330

et al., 2019) are reported in Table 1. We see that 331

document lengths are comparable or greater than 332

for the arXiv, PubMed and BigPatent datasets. 333

For arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay, we retain the 334

original train/validation/splits and try to reconstruct 335

them as faithfully to the originals as possible. For 336

the new datasets, we order documents based on 337

their publication dates and provide splits following 338

a chronological ordering. For HAL and Korea- 339

Science, we retain 3% of the articles as validation 340

data, 3% as test, and the remaining as training data. 341

To match the number of validation/test documents 342

in HAL and KoreaScience, we split the data into 343

90% for training, 5% for validation and 5% for test, 344

for both SciELO datasets. 345

12
https://pypi.org/project/fuzzysearch/

13
https://pypi.org/project/regex/

14We use a maximum Levenshtein distance of 20 with fuzzysearch, and a
maximum number of errors of 3 with regex.
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Dataset Instances Input Length Output Length
Train Dev Test Median 90%-ile Median 90%-ile

arXiv (Cohan et al., 2018) 203,037 6,436 6,440 6,151 14,405 171 352
PubMed (Cohan et al., 2018) 119,924 6,633 6,658 2,715 6,101 212 318

arXiv-Lay 122,189 4,374 4,356 6,225 12,541 150 249
PubMed-Lay 78,234 4,084 4,350 3,761 7,109 182 296

HAL 43,379 1,384 1,385 4,074 8,761 179 351
SciELO-ES 20,853 1,158 1,159 4,859 8,519 226 382
SciELO-PT 19,407 1,078 1,078 6,090 9,655 239 374

KoreaScience 35,248 1,125 1,125 2,916 5,094 219 340

Table 2: Datasets splits and statistics. Input and output lengths are computed in tokens, obtained using Pegasus and
MBART-50’s tokenizers for the English and non-English datasets, respectively.

4 Experiments346

4.1 Models347

For reproducibility purposes, we make the mod-348

els implementation, along with the fine-tuning and349

evaluation scripts, publicly available.15350

Text-only models with standard input size Fol-351

lowing Zaheer et al. (2020), we use Pegasus (Zhang352

et al., 2020) as a text-only baseline for arXiv-Lay353

and PubMed-Lay. Pegasus is an encoder-decoder354

model pre-trained using gap-sentences generation,355

making it a state-of-the-art model for abstractive356

summarization.357

For the non-English datasets, we rely on a fine-358

tuned MBART as our baseline. MBART (Liu359

et al., 2020) is a multilingual sequence-to-sequence360

model pretrained on large-scale monolingual cor-361

pora in many languages using the BART objective362

(Lewis et al., 2019). We use its extension, MBART-363

50 (Tang et al., 2020),16 which is created from the364

original MBART by extending its embeddings lay-365

ers and pre-training it on a total of 50 languages.366

Both Pegasus and MBART are limited to a max-367

imum sequence length of 1,024 tokens, which is368

well below the median length of each dataset.369

Layout-aware models with standard input size370

We introduce layout-aware extensions of Pega-371

sus and MBART, respectively denoted as Pe-372

gasus+Layout and MBART+Layout. Following373

LayoutLM (Xu et al., 2020), which is state-of-374

the-art on several document understanding tasks375

(Jaume et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Harley376

et al., 2015), each token bounding box coordinates377

(x0, y0, x1, y1) is normalized into an integer in the378

range [0, 1000]. Spatial positions are encoded us-379

ing four embedding tables, namely two for the co-380

15
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/

loralay-modeling-1870/
16For the sake of clarity, we refer to MBART-50 as MBART.

ordinate axes (x and y), and the other two for the 381

bounding box size (width and height). The layout 382

representation of a token is formed by summing 383

the resulting embedding representations The final 384

representation of a token is then obtained through 385

point-wise summation of its textual, 1D-positional 386

and layout embeddings. 387

Long-range, text-only models To process longer 388

sequences, we leverage BigBird (Zaheer et al., 389

2020), a sparse-attention based Transformer which 390

reduces the quadratic dependency to a linear one. 391

For arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay, we initialize Big- 392

Bird from Pegasus (Zaheer et al., 2020) and for 393

the non-English datasets, we use the weights of 394

MBART. The resulting models are referred to as 395

BigBird-Pegasus and BigBird-MBART. For both 396

models, BigBird sparse attention is used only in 397

the encoder. Both models can handle up to 4,096 398

inputs tokens, which is greater than the median 399

length in PubMed-Lay, HAL and KoreaScience. 400

Long-range, layout-aware models We also in- 401

clude layout information in long-range text-only 402

models. Similarly to layout-aware models with 403

standard input size, we integrate layout informa- 404

tion into our long-range models by encoding each 405

token’s spatial position in the page. The resulting 406

models are denoted as BigBird-Pegasus+Layout 407

and BigBird-MBART+Layout. 408

Additional State-of-the-Art Baselines We fur- 409

ther consider additional state-of-the-art baselines 410

for summarization: i) the text-only T5 (Raffel 411

et al., 2019) with standard input size, ii) the long- 412

range Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED) (Belt- 413

agy et al., 2020), and iii) the layout-aware, long- 414

range LED+Layout, which we implement similarly 415

to the previous layout-aware models. 416
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4.2 Implementation Details417

We initialize our Pegasus-based and MBART-based418

models with, respectively, the google/pegasus-large419

and facebook/mbart-large-50 checkpoints shared420

through the Hugging Face Model Hub. As for T5421

and LED, we use the weights from t5-base and422

allenai/led-base-16384, respectively.17423

Following Zhang et al. (2020) and Zaheer et al.424

(2020), we fine-tune our models up to 74k (100k)425

steps on arXiv-Lay (PubMed-Lay). On HAL, the426

total number of steps is set to 100k, while it is de-427

creased to 50k for the other non-English datasets.18428

For each model, we select the checkpoint with429

the best validation loss. For Pegasus and MBART430

models, inputs are truncated at 1,024 tokens. For431

BigBird-Pegasus models, we follow Zaheer et al.432

(2020) and set the maximum input length at 3,072433

tokens. As the median input length is much greater434

in almost every non-English dataset, we increase435

the maximum input length to 4,096 tokens for436

BigBird-MBART models. Output length is re-437

stricted to 256 tokens for all models, which is438

enough to fully capture at least 50% of the sum-439

maries in each dataset.440

For evaluation, we use beam search and report a441

single run for each model and dataset. Following442

Zhang et al. (2020); Zaheer et al. (2020), we set the443

number of beams to 8 for Pegasus-based models,444

and 5 for BigBird-Pegasus-based models. For the445

non-English datasets, we set it to 5 for all models,446

for fair comparison. For all experiments, we use447

a length penalty of 0.8. For more implementation448

details, see Section B.1 in the Appendix.449

5 Results and Discussion450

5.1 General Results451

In Table 3, we report the ROUGE-L scores ob-452

tained on arXiv and PubMed datasets (reported by453

Zaheer et al. (2020)), as well as on the correspond-454

ing layout-augmented counterparts we release. 19455

On arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay, we observe that,456

while the addition of layout to Pegasus does not457

improve the ROUGE-L scores, there are signifi-458

cant gains in integrating layout information into459

BigBird-Pegasus. This shows that layout informa-460

tion is important when processing long documents,461

matching our motivations in creating this dataset.462

17The large versions of T5 and LED did not fit into GPU due to their size.
18We tested different values for the number of steps (10k, 25k, 50k, 100k)

and chose the one that gave the best validation scores for MBART.
19For detailed results, please refer to Section C.1 in the Appendix.

Ground-truth The exact formulation of multi-configuration density-
functional theory (DFT) is discussed in this work. As an alternative to
range-separated methods, where electron correlation effects are split in the
coordinate space, the combination of Configuration Interaction methods
with orbital occupation functionals is explored at the formal level through
the separation of correlation effects in the orbital space. When applied to
model Hamiltonians, this approach leads to an exact Site-Occupation Em-
bedding Theory (SOET). An adiabatic connection expression is derived
for the complementary bath functional and a comparison with Density Ma-
trix Embedding Theory (DMET) is made. Illustrative results are given for
the simple two-site Hubbard model. SOET is then applied to a quantum
chemical Hamiltonian, thus leading to an exact Complete Active Space
Site-Occupation Functional Theory (CASSOFT) where active electrons are
correlated explicitly within the CAS and the remaining contributions to
the correlation energy are described with an orbital occupation functional.
The computational implementation of SOET and CASSOFT as well as the
development of approximate functionals are left for future work.

Pegasus We propose a multi-configurational formulation of density-
functional theory (DFT) based on the separation of static and dynamical
correlation effects in the orbital space. We show that this approach allows
for a rigorous description of the ground state of strongly correlated systems
at the formal level. In particular, we show that the orbital occupation can be
used as a basic variable rather than the electron density in order to avoid the
notorious double counting problem.
Pegasus+Layout We propose a multi-configurational extension of density-
functional theory (DFT) by separating correlation effects in the coordinate
space. The resulting range-separated DFT methods combine rigorously
long-range wavefunction theory with short-range DFT. Even though range
separation allows for a multi-configurational description of the electron den-
sity, it cannot completely isolate static correlation from dynamical correlation
simply because the former is usually not a purely long-range effect, even in
a dissociated molecule. This point will be discussed further in the following.
BigBird-Pegasus The exact formulation of multi-configurational density-
functional theory (DFT) is revisited. A range-separated DFT approach is
proposed where correlation effects in the orbital space are rigorously sepa-
rated from those in the coordinate space. This approach is then applied to the
H molecule. In particular, it is shown that an orbital-occupation functional is
sufficient to describe the ground-state energy of a dissociated molecule.
BigBird-Pegasus+Layout We revisit the exact formulation of multi-
configurational density-functional theory (DFT) based on the separation
of correlation effects in the orbital space. In contrast to range-separated DFT,
the orbitals occupation will be used as basic variable rather than the electron
density. The theory is derived for a particular choice of orbitals, namely
those obtained by diagonalizing the non-interacting Hamiltonian (kinetic
and nuclelar potential energy operators only are considered). Illustrative
results are then given for the simple two-site Hubbard model. Finally, an
exact Site-Occupation Embedding Theory is derived and compared with the
Density Matrix Embedding Theory of Knizia and Chan.

Figure 1: Ground-truth summary from arXiv-Lay and
corresponding summaries generated by each Pegasus-
based model. We manually look for concepts covered
in the ground-truth that appear in the prediction, and
highlight them. Best viewed in color.

While T5 and LED obtain competitive results, 463

we find that the gain in adding layout to LED is 464

minor. However, the models we consider have all 465

been pre-trained only on plain text. As a result, 466

the layout representations are learnt from scratch 467

during fine-tuning. Similarly to us, Borchmann 468

et al. (2021) show that their layout-augmented T5 469

does not necessarily improve the scores, and that 470

performance is significantly enhanced only when 471

the model has been pre-trained on layout-rich data. 472

Further, we observe, for both Pegasus and 473

BigBird-Pegasus, a drop in performance w.r.t. the 474

scores obtained on the original datasets. This can 475

be explained by two factors. First, our extended 476

datasets contain less training data due to the inabil- 477

ity to process all original documents. Secondly, 478
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Model # Params
arXiv/

arXiv-Lay
PubMed/

PubMed-Lay

Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020) 568M 38.83 41.34
BigBird-Pegasus (Zaheer et al., 2020) 576M 41.77 42.33
T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) 223M 37.90 39.23
LED (Beltagy et al., 2020) 161M 40.74 41.54
LED+Layout 165M 40.96 41.83
Pegasus 568M 39.07 39.75
Pegasus+Layout 572M 39.25 39.85
BigBird-Pegasus 576M 39.59 41.09
BigBird-Pegasus+Layout 581M 41.15 42.05

Table 3: ROUGE-L scores on arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay. Reported results obtained by Pegasus and BigBird-
Pegasus on the original arXiv and PubMed are reported with a gray background. The best results obtained on
arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay are denoted in bold.

Model # Params
HAL
(fr)

SciELO-ES
(es)

SciELO-PT
(pt)

KoreaScience
(ko)

MBART 610M 42.00 36.55 36.42 16.94
MBART+Layout 615M 41.67 37.47 34.37 14.98
BigBird-MBART 617M 45.04 37.76 39.63 18.55
BigBird-MBART+Layout 621M 45.20 40.71 40.51 19.95

Table 4: ROUGE-L scores on the non-English datasets. The best results for each dataset are reported in bold.

Dataset Train Validation Test

HAL (fr) 90.72 90.54 85.84
SciELO-ES (es) 84.86 84.28 84.90
SciELO-PT (pt) 90.95 90.58 91.96

KoreaScience (ko) 73.53 70.26 68.78

Table 5: Percent confidence obtained for the main lan-
guage, for each dataset split.

the settings are different: while the original arXiv479

and PubMed datasets contain clear discourse in-480

formation (e.g., each section is delimited by mark-481

ers) obtained from LATEXfiles, documents in our482

extended versions are built by parsing raw PDF483

files. Therefore, the task is more challenging for484

text-only baselines, as they have no access to the485

discourse structure of documents, which further486

underlines the importance of taking the structural487

information, brought by visual cues, into account.488

Table 4 presents the ROUGE-L scores reported489

on the non-English datasets. On HAL, we note490

that BigBird-MBART does not benefit from lay-491

out. After investigation, we hypothesize that this is492

due to the larger presence of single-column and493

simple layouts, which makes layout integration494

less needed. On both SciELO datasets, we notice495

that combining layout with long-range modeling496

brings substantial improvements over MBART. Fur-497

ther, we find that the plain-text BigBird models do498

not improve over the layout-aware Pegasus and499

MBART on arXiv-Lay and SciELO-ES, demon- 500

strating that simply capturing more context does 501

not always suffice. Regarding performance on Ko- 502

reaScience, we can see a significant drop in perfor- 503

mance for every model w.r.t the other non-English 504

datasets. At first glance, we notice a high amount 505

of English segments (e.g., tables, figure captions, 506

scientific concepts) in documents in KoreaScience. 507

To investigate this, we use the cld2 library20 to de- 508

tect the language in each non-English document. 509

We consider the percent confidence of the top-1 510

matching language as an indicator of the presence 511

of the main language (i.e., French, Spanish, Por- 512

tuguese or Korean) in a document, and average 513

the results to obtain a score for the whole dataset. 514

Table 5 reports the average percent confidence ob- 515

tained on each split, for each dataset. We find 516

that the percentage of text written in the main lan- 517

guage in KoreaScience (i.e., Korean) is smaller 518

than in other datasets. As the MBART-based mod- 519

els expect only one language in a document (the 520

information is encoded using a special token), we 521

claim the strong presence of non-Korean segments 522

in KoreaScience causes them to suffer from inter- 523

ference problems. Therefore, we highlight that 524

KoreaScience is a more challenging dataset, and 525

we hope our work will boost research on better 526

long-range, multimodal and multilingual models. 527

20
https://github.com/GregBowyer/cld2-cffi
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(c) σ of bounding box height

Figure 2: Benefit of using layout on arXiv-Lay (blue) and PubMed-Lay (red), defined as the difference in ROUGE-L
scores between BigBird-Pegasus+Layout and BigBird-Pegasus. For each dataset, quartiles are calculated from
the distributions of article lengths (a), summary lengths (b) and variance in the height of the bounding boxes (c).
ROUGE-L scores are then computed per quartile range, and averaged over each range.

Overall, results show a clear benefit of integrat-528

ing layout information into long document sum-529

marization. To visualize this, we provide, in Fig-530

ure 1, summaries generated by each Pegasus-based531

model for a document in arXiv-Lay, along with the532

corresponding ground-truth summary. The sum-533

mary generated by BigBird-Pegasus+Layout cov-534

ers more elements in the ground-truth summary535

than the other models: we note that it provides a536

more informative summary than BigBird-Pegasus,537

although both models are fed with the same context,538

which emphasizes the importance of multimodality539

in capturing long-term dependencies.540

5.2 Case Studies541

To have a better understanding of the previous re-542

sults, we focus on uncovering the cases in which543

layout is most helpful. To this end, we identify fea-544

tures that relate to the necessity of having layout:545

1) article length, since longer texts are intuitively546

easier to understand when layout is provided, 2)547

summary length, as longer summaries are likely to548

cover more salient information, and 3) variance in549

the height of bounding boxes, which reflects the550

variance in font sizes, and, as such, the complex-551

ity of the layout. The benefit of using layout is552

measured as the difference in ROUGE-L scores553

between BigBird-Pegasus+Layout and its purely554

textual counterpart, on arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay.555

For each dataset, we compute quartiles from the dis-556

tributions of article lengths, ground-truth summary557

lengths, and variance in the height of bounding558

boxes.21 Based on the aforementioned factors, the559

scores obtained by each model are then grouped560

by quartile range, and averaged over each range,561

see Figure 2. On arXiv-Lay, we find that layout562

21The quartiles are provided in Section C.2 in the Appendix.

brings most improvement when dealing with the 563

25% longest documents and summaries, while, for 564

both datasets, layout is least beneficial for the short- 565

est documents and summaries. These results cor- 566

roborate our claim that layout can bring important 567

information about long-range context. Concerning 568

the third factor, we see, on PubMed-Lay, that layout 569

is most helpful for documents that have the widest 570

ranges of font sizes, showcasing the advantage of 571

using layout to capture salient information. 572

6 Limitations and Risks 573

The proposed corpus is limited to a single domain, 574

that of scientific literature; such limitation arguably 575

extends also to the diversity of documents in terms 576

of visual appearance. In terms of risks, we ac- 577

knowledge the presence of Personally Identifiable 578

Information such as author names and affiliations; 579

nonetheless, such information are voluntarily made 580

public by the authors themselves and thus the pro- 581

posed corpora do not bring additional downsides. 582

7 Conclusion 583

We have presented LoRaLay, a set of large-scale 584

datasets for long-range and layout-aware text sum- 585

marization. LoRaLay provides the research com- 586

munity with 4 novel multimodal corpora cover- 587

ing French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Korean lan- 588

guages, built from scientific articles. Furthermore, 589

it includes additional layout and visual informa- 590

tion for existing long-range summarization datasets 591

(arXiv and PubMed). We provide adapted architec- 592

tures merging layout-aware and long-range models, 593

and show the importance of layout information in 594

capturing long-range dependencies. 595
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LoRaLay: A Multilingual and764

Multimodal Dataset for Long Range765

and Layout-Aware Summarization –766

Appendix767

A Datasets Construction768
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Figure 3: Dataset Construction Process.

A.1 Extended Datasets – Lost Documents769

Figure 4 provides details on the amount of original770

documents lost in the process of augmenting arXiv771

and PubMed with layout/visual information. We772

observe four types of failures, and provide numbers773

for each type:774

• The link to the document’s PDF file is not775

provided (Unavailable PDF);776

• The PDF file is corrupted (i.e., cannot be777

opened) (Corrupted PDF);778

• The document is not digital-born, making it779

impossible to parse it with PDF parsing tools780

( Scanned PDF);781

• The document’s abstract cannot be found in782

the PDF (Irretrievable Abstract).783

Figure 4: Distribution of failure types in arXiv-Lay (top)
and PubMed-Lay (bottom).

A.2 KoreaScience – Extraction Rule 784

Korean documents in KoreaScience are extracted 785

by restricting search results to documents contain- 786

ing the word "Korean" in the publisher’s name. We 787

show that this rule does not bias the sample to- 788

wards a specific research area. We compute the 789

distribution of topics covered by all publishers, and 790

compare it to the distribution of topics covered by 791

publishers whose name contains the word Korean. 792

Figure 5 shows that the distribution obtained using 793

our rule remains roughly the same as the original. 794

Nature
Life Artificial

Human
Society

Human Science and Technology

0

10

20

30

40

Publishers with `Korean` in name
All publishers

Figure 5: Distribution of topics covered by all publishers
(red) vs distribution of topics covered by publishers
whose name contains the word Korean (blue).

A.3 Samples 795

We provide samples of documents from each 796

dataset in Figure 6. 797
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A.4 Datasets Statistics798

The distribution of research areas in HAL is pro-799

vided in Figure 7. Such distributions are not avail-800

able for the other datasets, as we did not have ac-801

cess to topic information during extraction.802

Figure 7: Distribution of research areas in HAL.

B Experiments803

B.1 Implementation Details804

Models were implemented in Python using Py-805

Torch (Paszke et al., 2017) and Hugging Face (Wolf806

et al., 2019) librairies. In all experiments, we use807

Adafactor (Shazeer and Stern, 2018), a stochastic808

optimization method based on Adam (Kingma and809

Ba, 2014) that reduces memory usage while retain-810

ing the empirical benefits of adaptivity. We set811

a learning rate warmup over the first 10% steps –812

except on arXiv-Lay where it is set to 10k consis-813

tently with Zaheer et al. (2020), and use a square814

root decay of the learning rate. All our experiments815

have been run on four Nvidia V100 with 32GB816

each.817

C Results818

C.1 Detailed Results819

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

MBART 47.05 22.23 42.00
MBART+Layout 46.65 21.96 41.67
BigBird-MBART 49.85 25.71 45.04

BigBird-MBART+Layout 49.99 25.20 45.20

Table 7: ROUGE scores on HAL. Best results are re-
ported in bold.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

MBART 17.33 7.70 16.94
MBART+Layout 15.43 6.69 14.98
BigBird-MBART 18.96 8.01 18.55

BigBird-MBART+Layout 20.36 9.49 19.95

Table 9: ROUGE scores on KoreaScience. The best
results are reported in bold.

C.2 Analysis of the Impact of Layout 820

Table 10 lists the quartiles computed from the dis- 821

tributions of article lengths, summary lengths, and 822

variation in the height of bounding boxes, for arXiv- 823

Lay and PubMed-Lay. 824
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Model arXiv / arXiv-Lay PubMed / PubMed-Lay
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020) 44.21 16.95 38.83 45.97 20.15 41.34
BigBird-Pegasus (Zaheer et al., 2020) 46.63 19.02 41.77 46.32 20.65 42.33

T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) 42.79 15.98 37.90 42.88 17.58 39.23
LED (Beltagy et al., 2020) 45.41 18.14 40.74 45.28 19.86 41.54

LED+Layout 45.51 18.55 40.96 45.41 19.74 41.83
MBART 37.64 13.29 33.49 41.19 16.04 37.47
Pegasus 43.81 17.27 39.07 43.52 17.96 39.75

Pegasus+Layout 44.10 17.01 39.25 43.59 18.24 39.85
BigBird-Pegasus 44.43 17.74 39.59 44.80 19.32 41.09

BigBird-Pegasus+Layout 46.02 18.95 41.15 45.69 20.38 42.05

Table 6: ROUGE scores on arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay. Reported results obtained by Pegasus and BigBird-Pegasus
on the original arXiv and PubMed are reported with a gray background. The best results obtained on arXiv-Lay and
PubMed-Lay are denoted in bold.

Model
SciELO-ES SciELO-PT

R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

MBART 41.04 15.65 36.55 41.18 15.53 36.42
MBART+Layout 42.27 15.73 37.47 39.45 14.17 34.37
BigBird-MBART 42.64 16.60 37.76 44.85 18.70 39.63

BigBird-MBART+Layout 45.64 19.33 40.71 45.47 20.40 40.51

Table 8: ROUGE scores on the SciELO datasets. The best results are reported in bold.

Distribution Q1 Q2 Q3
arXiv-Lay PubMed-Lay arXiv-Lay PubMed-Lay arXiv-Lay PubMed-Lay

Article Length 6,226 3,513 9,142 5,557 13,190 8,036
Summary Length 119 130 159 182 202 247

σ of bounding box height 3.37 1.34 3.98 1.73 4.70 2.28

Table 10: Quartiles calculated from the distributions of article lengths, summary lengths, and variation in the height
of bounding boxes, for arXiv-Lay and PubMed-Lay.
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Experimental Review of Photon Structure Func-

tion Data
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The present knowledge of the structure of the photon is presented based on results obtained
by measurements of photon structure functions at e+e− collider. Results are presented both
for the QED structure of the photon as well as for the hadronic structure, where the data
are also compared to recent parametrisations of the hadronic structure function F γ

2 (x,Q
2).

Prospects of future photon structure function measurements, especially at an International
Linear Collider are outlined.

1 Introduction

The measurements of photon structure functions have a long tradition since the first of such
measurements was performed by the PLUTO Collaboration in 1981. The investigations concern
the QED structure of the photon as well as the hadronic structure. For the hadronic structure
function F γ

2 (x,Q
2) the main areas of interest are the behavior at low values of x and the

evolution with the momentum scale Q2, which is predicted by QCD to be logarithmic. The
experimental information is dominated by the results from the four LEP experiments.

This review is based on earlier work [1, 2] and as an extension provides a number of updated
figures, together with a comparison of the experimental data with new parametrisations of
F γ
2 (x,Q

2) that became available since then. Only results on the structure of quasi-real photons
are discussed here. The structure of virtual photons and the corresponding measurements of
effective structure functions are detailed in [3].

2 Structure function measurements

The photon can fluctuate into a fermion–anti-fermion state consistent with the quantum num-
bers of the photon and within the limitations set by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. These
fluctuations are favored, i.e. have the longest lifetimes, for high energetic photons of low virtu-
ality. If such a fluctuation of the photon is probed, the photon reveals its structure. Using this
feature, measurements of photon structure functions are obtained from the differential cross-
section of the deep-inelastic electron-photon scattering1 process sketched in Figure 1. In this

∗Invited talk presented at the Photon09 Conference in Hamburg on May 12, 2009.
1In this paper, the term electron encompasses positrons throughout.
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Anthocyanin pigments and associated flavonoids have demonstrated ability to protect against a myriad of human diseases, yet they
have been notoriously difficult to study with regard to human health. Anthocyanins frequently interact with other phytochemicals
to potentiate biological effects, thus contributions from individual components are difficult to decipher. The complex, multicompo-
nent structure of compounds in a bioactive mixture and the degradation of flavonoids during harsh extraction procedures obscure
the precise assignment of bioactivity to individual pigments. Extensive metabolic breakdown after ingestion complicates tracking of
anthocyanins to assess absorption, bioavailability, and accumulation in various organs. Anthocyanin pigments and other flavonoids
that are uniformly, predictably produced in rigorously controlled plant cell culture systems can be a great advantage for health and
nutrition research because they are quickly, easily isolated, lack interferences found in whole fruits, can be elicited to provoke rapid
and prolific accumulation, and are amenable to biolabeling so that metabolic fate can be investigated after ingestion.

ANTHOCYANINS AND BIOMEDICINAL PROPERTIES

Anthocyanins are members of the flavonoid group
of phytochemicals, a group predominant in teas, honey,
wines, fruits, vegetables, nuts, olive oil, cocoa, and cereals.
The flavonoids, perhaps the most important single group
of phenolics in foods, comprise a group of over 4000
C15 aromatic plant compounds with multiple substitution
patterns (www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/index.html).
The primary players in this group include the an-
thocyanins (eg, cyanidin, pelargonidin, petunidin), the
flavonols (quercetin, kaempferol), flavones (luteolin,
apigenin), flavanones (myricetin, naringin, hesperetin,
naringenin), flavan-3-ols (catechin, epicatechin, gallocat-
echin), and, although sometimes classified separately, the
isoflavones (genistein, daidzein). Phytochemicals in this
class are frequently referred to as bioflavonoids due to
their multifaceted roles in human health maintenance,
and anthocyanins in food are typically ingested as com-
ponents of complex mixtures of flavonoid components.
Daily intake is estimated from 500 mg to 1 g, but can be
several g/d if an individual is consuming flavonoid supple-
ments (grape seed extract, ginkgo biloba, or pycnogenol;
see, eg, [1]).

The colorful anthocyanins are the most recognized,
visible members of the bioflavonoid phytochemicals. The
free-radical scavenging and antioxidant capacities of an-
thocyanin pigments are the most highly publicized of the
modus operandi used by these pigments to intervene with
human therapeutic targets, but, in fact, research clearly

suggests that other mechanisms of action are also respon-
sible for observed health benefits [2, 3, 4, 5]. Anthocyanin
isolates and anthocyanin-rich mixtures of bioflavonoids
may provide protection from DNA cleavage, estrogenic
activity (altering development of hormone-dependent
disease symptoms), enzyme inhibition, boosting produc-
tion of cytokines (thus regulating immune responses),
anti-inflammatory activity, lipid peroxidation, decreas-
ing capillary permeability and fragility, and membrane
strengthening [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The chemical structure (po-
sition, number, and types of substitutions) of the indi-
vidual anthocyanin molecule also has a bearing on the
degree to which anthocyanins exert their bioactive prop-
erties [11, 12] and the structure/function relationships
also influence the intracellular localization of the pig-
ments [7]. The anthocyanin literature includes some con-
troversy over the relative contributions of glycosylated an-
thocyanins versus aglycones in terms of bioavailability
and bioactive potential [7, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Originally, it
was assumed that only aglycones could enter the circu-
lation circuit, however, absorption and metabolism of an-
thocyanin glycosides has now been demonstrated. The na-
ture of the sugar conjugate and the aglycone are important
determinants of anthocyanin absorption and excretion in
both humans and rats [15].

The roles of anthocyanin pigments as medicinal
agents have been well-accepted dogma in folk medicine
throughout the world, and, in fact, these pigments are
linked to an amazingly broad-based range of health ben-
efits. For example, anthocyanins from Hibiscus sp have
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Les représentations des enseignants de ZEP sur la relation école/famille à 

travers le prisme des élèves en grande réussite scolaire 

 

Publié dans la revue Cahier E&D 2017 Cahier N° 28 Familles, Parents, Ecole 

Lien vers le site Education & Devenir 

Lien vers le site Les cahiers pédagogiques 

Résumé 
Les familles sont des partenaires essentiels de l’école. Pourtant, la relation école/famille est souvent décrite 

comme problématique. Quelles représentations les enseignants ont de cette relation et de l’influence du 

milieu familial sur la réussite de leurs élèves ? Nous avons réalisé une enquête nationale auprès de 1790 

professeurs des écoles (PE) en zone d’éducation prioritaire (ZEP) puis des entretiens avec dix d’entre eux. Le 

prisme des élèves en grande réussite scolaire (EGRS) dans les ZEP a été choisi pour étudier la différence de 

perceptions des enseignants en fonction de la réussite de l’élève. Les PE décrivent le profil idéal des parents 

d’élèves. Ils souhaitent davantage d’implication de la part des familles et voudraient mettre en place une 

réelle coéducation qu’ils jugent indispensable à la réussite des élèves.  

Mots clefs 
Représentations – enseignants – coéducation – grande réussite scolaire - éducation prioritaire 

Caroline HACHE – ADEF – AMU 

(caroline.hache@univ-amu.fr) 

 

Introduction 
Lorsqu’ils étudient la proportion d’élèves de milieu populaire ayant obtenu le baccalauréat général sans 

redoubler, Ould Ferhat et Terrail (2005) indique qu’un désir fort de la part des parents peut faire la différence 

entre les élèves qui réussissent et ceux qui échouent. On retrouve dans la littérature (Lorcerie, 2015) une 

catégorisation des conduites des élèves lorsqu’ils font face aux apprentissages en fonction de l’attitude de 

leurs parents. Les textes officielsi encouragent une relation positive école/famille, car la famille est 

considérée comme un partenaire de l’école avec une place importante dans la scolarité de l’élève (Houssaye, 

2001). Que pensent les enseignants de ces déclarations ? Quelles sont les représentations des enseignants 

concernant l’influence des familles populaires sur la réussite scolaire de leur enfant ?  

Notre étude se propose, dans une première enquête, d’interroger par questionnaire 1790 enseignants 

d’école élémentaire, toutes en ZEPii, autour de leur quotidien dans les classes et, dans une deuxième 

enquête, de réaliser des entretiens avec dix d’entre eux. Le sujet des parents d’élèves a pris une place 

importante dans les entretiens de tous les enseignants, comme ceux interrogés par Moisan et Simon (1997, 

p. 68) qui ont plus parlé « des parents que des élèves ».  

Le choix du prisme des élèves en grande réussite scolaire (EGRS) et donc ici, des parents de ceux-ci, a été pris 

pour étudier l’avis des enseignants sur un profil particulier, celui des familles dont les élèves réussissent  

(Hache, 2016) alors que l’on s’attendrait à ce qu’ils soient en difficulté scolaire. En effet, Charlot (2001, p. 7) 

les appelle les « réussites paradoxales » car ils réussissent dans un milieu qualifié de défavorable pour la 

réussite scolaire. Cela a permis aux enseignants de s’exprimer sur la différence ou l’absence de différence 

entre les parents des EGRS et les autres.  
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ARTIGO UMA LUZ SOBRE AS 
RELAÇÕES BRASIL-
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OITOCENTOS: A 
MISSÃO CONSULAR 
DE JOÃO LUIZ AIROZA 
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Resumo
Após a assinatura da Convenção de 1826 com a Grã-Bretanha, pela qual o go-
verno de D. Pedro I concordou, em troca do reconhecimento britânico, coibir o 
tráfico transatlântico de africanos para o Império a partir de 1830, foram criadas 
representações consulares brasileiras na África Portuguesa com a explícita fina-
lidade de proteger a atuação de negreiros brasileiros nos últimos anos de legali-
dade do comércio de escravos sob a bandeira imperial. Neste sentido, o presente 
artigo investiga a atuação de João Luiz Airoza, cônsul do Brasil em Moçambique, 
entre 1827 e 1828, na defesa do circuito negro entre o Brasil e a África Oriental. 
Para tanto, o texto aqui apresentado priorizou como fonte de estudo a documen-
tação consular produzida por Airoza e dirigida à antiga Secretaria de Estado dos 
Negócios Estrangeiros.
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수도권 제조업 창업 활동의 공간적 분포 변화  

- 공간 마르코프 체인의 응용 -*

송창현**·안순범***·임업****

Changes in Spatial Distribution of Manufacturing Startup 
Activities in the Capital Region, Korea:  
A Spatial Markov Chain Approach*

Changhyun Song* · Soonbeom Ahn** · Up Lim***

국문요약  본 연구는 2000년부터 2018년까지를 분석의 시간적 범위로 설정하여 제조업 창업 활동이 공간적으로 

어떠한 변화를 보여왔는지를 탐색적으로 분석하고, 향후 창업 활동의 분포 패턴 변화를 예측하는 것을 목적으로 한

다. 분석을 위해 2000년부터 2018년까지의 「전국사업체조사」 마이크로데이터 제조업 사업체 자료를 활용하였다. 

한국산업연구원의 ISTANS 분류체계에서 제시하는 40대 제조업 기준에 따라 제조업을 4개의 세부 산업군으로 구

분한 후, 수도권 행정구역 읍면동 수준에서 공간자기상관 분석 및 공간 마르코프 체인 분석을 수행하였다. 분석 결

과에 따르면, 고위기술산업군 및 중고위기술산업군의 창업 활동은 시간이 흐름에 따라 경기도 남부를 중심으로 집

중되고 있는 것으로 나타났으며, 중저위기술산업군 및 저위기술산업군 창업 활동의 집중은 수도권 외곽으로 분산

되고 있는 것으로 나타났다. 2000년부터 2018년까지의 추세를 연장하여 2036년까지의 분포 변화를 예측하였을 

때, 창업 활동이 활발히 발생하는 지역 및 그와 인접하고 있는 지역의 경우 향후 분위 상승의 가능성이 높은 것으로 

나타나 긍정적인 공간 효과가 존재하는 것으로 확인되었다. 본 연구는 일자리 창출의 주요 원천이 되는 제조업 창

업 활동의 분포 패턴 변화를 동태적으로 분석함으로써 창업 육성 및 일자리 창출과 관련한 지역 정책에의 시사점을 

제공하고자 하였다.

주제어    제조업, 창업, 탐색적공간자료 분석, 공간마르코프 체인

Abstract: This study aims to explore how manufacturing start-up activities from 2000 to 2018 have changed spatially 

and to predict changes in distribution patterns of future start-up activities. For the analysis, the Census on Establishments 

microdata from 2000 to 2018 were used, and the manufacturing industry was classified into four detailed industrial 
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Figure 6: Samples from each dataset.
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